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BEST
PRACTICES

RETAKE

RE-GENERATE THE OLD REPORT so you 
have an apples-to-apples comparison due 
to the use of a standardized norm-base. 
Many clients take the LCP multiple times, 
over a span of several years. While this 
practice is greatly encouraged, it is im- 
portant to note that the LCP has evolved 
over the years, and when comparing any 
new assessment report to old reports, it is 
generally advisable to compare the same 
version of reports. Otherwise, it can be 
quite difficult to interpret any movement in 
scores. Currently, this will entail going into 
the old project and re-downloading the re-
ports, you do not need to reopen the project. 

SEND YOUR PARTICIPANT BOTH REPORTS 
(the new report, as well as the past report 
that has been re-generated) and instruct 
them to compare the newer version of the 
original report for a more accurate com-
parison. Also, we recommend sending your 
participant the updated past report(s) as 
soon as possible, to prevent version control 
issues.

To ensure version control, an easy way to 
do this is to LABEL REPORTS BY DATE 
after generating them from Project Center. 
For example, when downloading a report 
and saving it to your computer, use a nam-
ing convention such as: LastName_First-
Name_LCP Graph_Date

If your participant has questions about why 
they are receiving an updated version of 
their old report, you can inform them that 
any assessment undergoes improvements/
updates periodically, and thus best practice 
is to review reports on the same version  
to better compare and determine where 
genuine progress has been made.

A “Retake” is when a leader takes the LCP (or LCP Manager Edition) an 
additional time after their original assessment. Retakes are generally used 
as progress checks, to analyze and discuss what progress has been made 
towards their development. 

WHAT IS A  
RETAKE?

? ??
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HOW TO PREPARE
FOR A DEBRIEF

RETAKE

Get organized EARLIER than usual. You 
have double the data and information 
to review and compare, so you will want 
some extra time

PRINT ALL COPIES OF 
THE PARTICIPANT’S LCP

a. Original Report (if  
before LCP version  
1.5)

b. Original Report 
Rerun on new system

c. New Report

PREPARE YOURSELF

a. Read through the qualitative  
comments on the new report  
and compare it to the old report

b. Compare the graphs and notice 
the changes

c. Compare the two data reports

d. Compare the leader brand pages
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Establish rapport with the 
participant

Explain the multiple reports 
(original, reprocessed original, 
and new report) and labels to 
ensure clarity

Explore changes to the 
participant’s “Leadership 
Brand” (Page 10 of the  
profile reports)

Review the agenda

Start by connecting on their 
growth (personally), for 
instance:

a. How have you grown 
since your last profile?

b. What have you been 
working on most 
specifically since your  
last profile?

Ask them to read and reflect 
upon the most recent open-
ended comments. Next, ask 
the participant to compare 
these to the comments from 
their old report

Describe The Leadership Circle  
(even if they have heard it before)

a. Ask them what they notice 
about their new graph

b. Ask them what they 
notice about their new 
profile compared to the 
old graph

Explore the new profile while 
comparing it to the old profile

DEBRIEF
STEPS

Inquire about an Awareness 
Assignment they will make for 
the next two weeks

Schedule time to follow back 
up in two weeks to continue 
the conversation

RETAKE


